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‘20/20’ FEATURES CO-ANCHOR AMY ROBACH’S INTERVIEW WITH MELANIE MCGUIRE, 

WHO WAS SENTENCED TO LIFE IN PRISON FOR HUSBAND’S MURDER 
 

‘20/20’ Airs on Friday, July 30 (9:01-11:00 p.m. EDT), on ABC 
 

 
“20/20” features interview with Melanie McGuire, sentenced to life in prison for the murder of her husband. 

*ABC News 
 
“20/20” features co-anchor Amy Robach’s interview with Melanie McGuire, sentenced to life in prison 
14 years ago in New Jersey for the murder of her husband, Bill McGuire. Authorities arrested 
McGuire, dubbed by the media as the “suitcase killer” after Bill’s remains appeared inside multiple 
suitcases in the Chesapeake Bay. McGuire opened up to Robach about the murder and maintained 
her innocence. She described a tumultuous relationship with Bill; her affair with a doctor whom she 
worked with, which prosecutors claimed motivated her to kill her husband; and what life in prison is 
like for her. She also told Robach about her newfound hope that the explosive podcast, "Direct 
Appeal," could help exonerate her. The podcast, hosted by criminology professors Dr. Amy Shlosberg 
and Dr. Meghan Sacks, questions McGuire's guilt and suggests there is evidence in the case that never 
received the legal scrutiny it deserves. McGuire also shared an emotional message to her sons, now 
young men, about what they should believe about her role in the murder. The two-hour “20/20” also 
features interviews with Patricia Prezioso, the lead investigator and prosecutor in the case; Chris 
Henkle, a fisherman who found the first suitcase with Bill’s body; and Dr. Shlosberg and Dr. Sacks. It 
also includes the secretly recorded conversations during a police sting between McGuire and the 
doctor with whom she was having an affair. “20/20” airs on Friday, July 30 (9:01-11:00 p.m. EDT), on 
ABC. (Rebroadcast. ABC OAD: 9/25/20)  
 
ABC News’ “20/20” is an award-winning primetime program anchored by David Muir and Amy 
Robach. A proven leader as a long-form newsmagazine for over 40 years, “20/20” features 
unforgettable, character-driven true-crime mysteries, exclusive newsmaker interviews, hard-hitting 
investigative reports and in-depth coverage of high profile stories. The two-hour “20/20” events air 



Fridays from 9:01–11:00 p.m. EDT on ABC and are available to stream on ABC News digital platforms 
and Hulu. David Sloan is senior executive producer, and Janice Johnston is executive producer. 
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